## Speed Library Location Guide

### Locations in Speed Library

**Speed/Basement Stacks:** Basement area. The basement collection or "stacks" include most of Speed Library's circulating books (books that can be checked out).

**Speed/Fiction:** In the very back of the basement annex, last range of shelves & to the right of the study rooms. Fiction books can be checked out.

**LRC (Learning Resource Center):** First floor in the Teaching & Learning Center (TLC), back of the building by the art gallery. Materials in the LRC (CDs, DVDs, musical scores) can be checked out.

**Speed/Reserves:** Part of the LRC, first floor. Reserves can be checked out for a few hours at a time & are restricted to in-house use only.

**Speed/Reference Room:** Main floor quiet room, to the right of the circulation desk. Reference materials can only be used in-house and cannot be checked out. Library copiers & scanners can be used to reproduce sections of reference materials, per copyright restrictions.

**Speed/Ready Reference:** Third floor, behind the information desk by the printers. Ready reference materials can only be used in-house and cannot be checked out.

**Speed/Juvenile:** Back of the basement area to the left of the study rooms.

**Speed/Curriculum Lab:** Part of the Teaching & Learning Center (TLC) in the back of the library.

**Speed/Browsing:** Main floor, single range of shelves in the hallway between the Reference Room & the LRC. These are popular fiction books and can be checked out.

**Speed/MC Collection:** Third floor, in the MC Archives. The MC Collection includes MC official publications, materials written by MC faculty and alumni, and items written about MC. These items can only be used in-house and cannot be checked out.

**Speed/MBHC:** Third floor, in the Mississippi Baptist Historical Commission. This collection contains primary and secondary sources relating to Mississippi Baptist history.

### Locations Outside of Speed Library

**Law Library:** Located in downtown Jackson. Students, faculty, & staff on the MC main campus can check out and/or request items from the Law Library.

**Quinn Art Library:** Located in Aven Hall. The art books in Quinn Library cannot be checked out but can be used in-house. These items can be searched in the library's catalog, MICAL.